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ON THE IMPROVISATION OF EQUIPMENT FOR AN. EYE DEPARTMENT 

By MAJOR W.: O. G. TAYLOR, 

Royal Army Medical Corps, 
Ophthalmic Specialist. 

SINCE eye departments, like others in war-time, are subject to all the vicissitudes of 
supply under the strain of ,bombing and submarine attack, the measures that have: been 
adopted to overcome· various shortages may be of interest to others. In the running of four 
different eye departments at home and abroad wide variations have been met in the equip- . 
ment available and gratitude is due to the quartermasters· and handymen of these hospitals 
for the skill and ingenuity which they have brought to bear on the solut~on of these problems . 

. ', 
I.-OPHTHALMOSCOPE AND RETINOSCOPY MIRROR. 

Some things can scarcely be improvised: a trial set of some sort is a necessity; yet much 
may be done even with a small retinoscopy set if it includes at least a half set of cylindrical 
lenses. The'ophthalmoscope may be only the simple concave mirror and a convex lens from. 
the trial case while a retinoscopy mirror can be made from an old derital mirror by drilling 
a hole through the metal cover and scraping off some of the siivering. I have had to use a 
lady's vanity mirror in similar fashipn: 

II.-DISTANCE ACUITY TEST-TYPES. 
The next requirement is some method of measuring the acuity of vision. If news· bills 

can be obtained, specimens of type of all sizes can be pasted on to a sheet of white board. The 
appropriate sizes are easily calculated by reference to a book of tangent tables borrowed 
from an R.A.F. or Artillery unit. Another easily constructed acuity test chart is the familiar 
"U " test, which is of course invaluable if numbers of illiterate soldiers, suc).1 as native troops, 
have to be tested. The" U "s are painted in white on square matt black cards and a fine 
black thread is run right round the reverse side. This thread makes a loop at each edg~ so 
that the card may be hung in any position from a nail in the centre of the board. An 
important point is that only one" U" is shown at a time. 

IlL-DISTANCE TEST-TYPE HOLDER AND TEST-TYPE ILLUMINANT (FIG. 1). 

In the absence of a revolving drum of test-types, a convenient holder can be made which 
allows for three (or more if desired) test charts being available, only one of which is shown at 
a time. The design is shown in the diagram. Two wooden slats, 10 mm. (say) thick are· 
nailed to the wall, parallel to each other and horizontal. Their length is rather greater than 
three times the width of the test chart and they are separated by a distance equal to the 
length of the test chart plus a centimetre. A thin strip of wood of the same length is then 
nailed to the outer side of each slat so that the upper strip overlaps its slat for 12 mm. in a 
downward direction and the lower strip projects 9 mm. above the lower slat. If. the cards 
are then slipped in, upper end first, it will be found that they are held in position by the over:
lapping strips and yet can· be easily removed for changing. The two cards not in use are 
·placed face to the wall with the other in the centre. As the charts available were of thin 
paper they were pasted on to sheets of fibre bo~rd to obtain the necessary rigidity. The 
thickness of the slats must be sufficient to allow for this. 

The test-types may be illuminated by home-made reflectors (M & B 693 tins are a con
venient size). At least two are necessary. The b1!lb-holder is fixed through one side and 
the lid of the lower one is pierced by a 1-2 cm. hole for use in retinoscopy. When this is 
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132 On the Improvisation of Equipment for an Eye Department 

to be carried,ou,t both lids are replaced and the lower lamp swung round to face the observer. 
The lamps themselves are carried in simple brackets hinged at the wall or (asin the one illus
trated), may be made with heavy bases to stand on a convenient shelf. 

IV.-NEAR VISION TEST-TYPES. 

Test-types for measuring the acuity of near vision can be made by cutting out short para
graphs of type of varying sizes from old books, newspapers, or pamphlets. Timetables will 
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FIG. I.-Distance test-type holder. Three charts are shown, only one of which faces the subject. 

be found useful for the smaller sizes but it is important that they should be on opaque paper 
so that the type on the other side does not show through when pasted on to a card. 

V.-SUBSTITUTE FOR B]ERRUM SCREEN . 

. No elaborate Bjerrum screen is required to test the central field of vision if recourse is 
made to the original method of using the back of the consulting room door. 
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W. O. G. Taylor 133 

A drawing pin is thrust mto the centre of a large blank area, preferably p:linted matt 
black or covered with black cloth, although even a light coloured wall may be used. The 
position of the centre is such that it is directly at the eye level of a tall patient on the lowest. 
chair. Smaller patients are then brought to the necessary height by adjustment with cushions 
or the use of higher chairs., The radii of concentric circles subtending angles of 5°, 10°, 15°, 
20° and 25° at a distance of either one or, preferably, two metres are calculated by recourse 
once more to the tangent tables. Lengths of string corresponding to these .measurements are 
fastened at one end -to the central pin and at the other . .to a pencil. They are then swung 
concentrically to mark out the circles. Finally at least two straight lines (the vertical and 
the horizontal) are drawn; passing through the centre. Oth~rs may easily be constructed 
with the use of the pencil, drawing-pin, string, a ruler and one's memory of geometry. 

Test discs varying' from i mm. to 40 mm. in .diameter can then be cut out of clean stiff . 
paper and pasted on to the end of fine, stiff and blackened wire. 

If the wall is light in colour, the discs should be coloured red, green or black but it wiII 
be found that the results with the smaller discs are less sure than with a blackened back: 
ground. 

VI.-CLINICAL PERIMETER (FIGS. 2 AND 3). 

A clinicaf perimeter may also be constructed fairly easily. The diagrams indicate the 
method . 

. A board which can bend easily is required, 1,200 mm. long by 70-100 mm. wide. A hole 
is made in the exact centre, wide enough to pass a bolt easily. The head of the bolt is coun.ter
sunk into the board. Notches a few millimetres deep are cut in each edge, exactly 67 mm. 
from either end. A string 660 rpm. long is . slipped over the board, when it has been carefully 
bent over into a half-circ~e, so that it holds the board in positio,n at the notches. (A ring 
through which the patient looks may conveniently be placed in the exact centre of this cord.) 
The whole board is painted a matt black and then its outer surface is marked off into eighteen 

-equal divisions by thin transverse white lines, eaah representing ten degrees of arc from the 
central hole to the notches. . 

A stand to hold the half-circle is constructed froIll two boards firmly fixed at right angles 
to each other; it is necessary to ensure that the whole will not topple over in' any position 
of the half-circle. The axis of the half-circle is so arranged that, while permitting free move
ment, the friction is sufficient to hold it in any set position. The block marked" A " materi
ally assists in this. The third diagram shows how the tangential axes are fixed by centering 
the mid-line·drawn along the half-circle with 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, and 180° axes drawn 
on the back of the vertical support. A chin rest may be an elaborate construction or only an 
old crutch. 

VII.-SPECIAL LENSES. 

The tiny set of trial lenses, which was all that was available at one time, did not include 
a Maddox rod, a pinhole or stenop<eic disc. The latter were cut in pasteboard of the same 
diameter as the trial lenses l::?ut the first was roughly approximated by using a red glass and 
high cylinder in combination. A red. lens was substituted by a piece of .red cellophane used 
for wrapping confectionery. 

VIII.-AxIS-FINDER. 

To determine easily the axis of the patient's spectacles, a 'cross was drawn on the wall. 
The spectacles were then held as close as possible to and parallel with the trial frame and the. 
axis read off on the trial frame protractor when the tilt of the spectacles was sufficient to 
produce no deviation of the image of the upright line 9f the cross as seen through the spec
tacles. 

A trial frame ha~always been available but this might be constructed from strong wire. 
Three different sizes should be made, with P.D.s of 58, 64, and 68 mm. 

11 
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FIG, 2.-Clinical perimeter (side view). The arc of the perimeter must be 'carefully adjusted with the 
little transverse ridges shown which run over the block" A." All screws should be countersunk. 
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FIG.3.-Clinical perimeter (back view): This illustrates the method of placing the perimeter at any 
desired angle with the horizon. 
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w. O. C. Taylor 135 

IX.~SLIT-LAMP AND CORNE.:\,L MICROSCOPE (FIGS. 4, 5 -AND 6). 

A slit-lamp of clinical value is not difficult to make: the photographs show one built to 
my design. This made use of the lenses from the trial case; two spherical lenses of plus_ 
20 dioptres placed with their more curved surfaces face to face, as the condensing system, the 
1 mm. stenopreic disc as the slit and a 10 dioptre lens as the illuminating lens. These lenses 
were so arranged that they could easily be removed to use in the trial set. The illuminant was 
a 6-voltmotor car bulb with as nearly linear a filament as possible. It was mounted with the 
filament vertical in al1 old cycle lamp case which could be rotated round a vertical' axis. The 
condensing lenses and slit were carried in a tube capable of backward and' forward movement 
so that the filament of the lamp might be brought within thefoca.l length of the rear lens of 
the condensing system.' The slit could be rotated a few degrees on either side of the vertical. 
The illuminating lens wa,s mounted on a simple carrier which permitted <'f up and down 
movement as well as to and fro ;. but neither movement is essential if the distance of the 
illuminating lens from the slit is accurately determined by calculation or experiment (the image 
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FIG. 4.-Slit-Lamp (lamp case shown in section). This diagram illustrates .the principle of Jhe 
slit-lamp. The mounting of the illuminating lens, shown here, is simpler, than in the apparatus in 
subsequent photographs. 

of the filament formed by the ~ndensing system should fall on the posterior surface of the 
illuminating lens). . 

The apparatus has' been rigorously simplified to allow of robust construction and it will 
be noticed that no provision has been made' for varying the height of the illuminating arm. 
This would not' have been difficult to do but was omitted in the interests of rigidity. An 
adjustable, head rest was used to obtain the requisite variations. 

A binocular corneal microscope to use with the slit lamp is ideal but, if not available, one 
may be made, again with the use of lenses and prisms from the trral set, and will function 
satisfactorily at a fixed focus. A binocular loupe may be used, or· even the'monocular, since 
it is the method of illumination that is the greatest feature of the system. 

X.~DRY HEAT LAMP AND' SOLUTION DROPPERS. 

The apparatus required in the treatment of eye ',disease seldom requires improvisation. 
An electric lamp reflector mounted on a handle whiyh the patient holds in his hand was 
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136 On Ihe improvisation oj Equipment jor a" Eye Department 

, 

FI G. 5. Sl it-Lamp, photographed from slightly to the rear. The sl ip-in arrangemenL for the 
illuminati n g lens is dearly seen. It would, however , have been better to have been mounted on the 
front of the carrier instead of the back as here. 

FlC •. G.- Slit-Lamp, detail of sl id ing tube. The two condensing le nses have heen slightly separated, 
and the !ilit (stcnop<eic di~c) has been laid at the side. The rim hold in g the condensing" lenses in position 
ca n just be seen. 
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found fairly satisfactory. Previously a small electric fire monnted 0 11 an adjustable stand 
was used but, when th~ element burnt out, it could not be replaced . 

Drop bottles for sterile solutions may he made from wide thin glass test-tubes firmly 
stoppered with corks through \\Thich passes a short capillary tube. The warmth of the hand 
is sufficient to expel a drop at a time. A little gauze hood (sterile) is dropped over the nozzle 
aftcr lISC, 

)(1.- "IGHT VISION T EST (FIGs. 7 AN D 8). 

Finally a description might be given of an apparatus developed for a special purpose. An 
extensive investigation into th~ nutritional state of the African soldier required a careful 

FIG. 7 .-~ight· "ision lest. Note tpat t he screening blankets have been drawn aside and that the 
patient is shuwn rat her fu rther from the domino than i'5 advisa.ble. The lamp is seen mou nted on ib 
little trolley a.t its nearest poinL of approach . 

assessment of the nig~t vision in large nurnbers of illiterate and often simple-minded persons. 
An apparatus was th erefore developed capable of testing larg~ numbers quickly and which 
would afford scientifically comparable resu lts. It could be used to invcs tigate lwo different 
factors: (1 ) the rate of dark adaptation, and (2) the absolu te threshold of vision. It was 
necessary tha t it should be simple bolh in use and in interpretation as only limited 
material was available. • 

The light was a small torch bulb as no morc reliable source was available. This 
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011 the Improvisatioll of Equipment for ,an Eye Department 

was run from a 120-houf accumulator for the middle part of its ~harge only. The torch bulb 
was partiall y blackened and mountccl in a non-reflecting carrier with a long light-direct ing 
tube capped with filters of old cleared X-ray film. The filters acted as a diffusing screen and 
spread the light evenly over the surf'lce illumina(cd. The entire carrier was mounted on 
rails so that it could be moved back and forward a distance of seven metres by a continuous 
cord running over pulleys. The variation in intensity of illumination on the fixation objects 
was achieved simply hy varying the distance of the source, thus eliminating any error from 
colour variations. The test-objects \vere large matt black dominoes with matt white painted 
hoUO\vs 1 inch in diamdcr. There were three of these dominocs with one, two and three 
" spols "respectively. These were hung Hp in the dark in lhe lille of the beam of light, but 
directly facing the patient who was sea ted two feH away and slightly to one side in order to 
avoid any chance of reflections. In the case of the multiple spots the images of the spots fell 

FIG. S.- Light Saturation Apparatus. The brilliant a nd evenly illu minated. box i ~ here shown. 
The patient must hayc hi~ head well into t he box to ensure thorough saturation. The lamp is housed 
in the turrel top abo'-e the box and screened from h is direct observation . 

outside the macular area while, if one spot only was in USC , the constant" searching" move
ments of lhc eyes were adequate since the lamp was not moved up rapidly. The dominoes, 
known to him by touch, could be silently changed by the operator in the dark without the 
patient's knO\vledge_ The room \vas arranged so that a light trap at the door permitted the 
operator to pass in and out ; results \vere recorded outside by a clerk to whom they were 
called . 

The system was that the patients, after having the apparatus shown to them and its 
working explained, were left in complete darkness for half-an-hour. The operator then \ 
rdurned and called them one by onc to the seat before the dominoes. Those still \vaiting 
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remained seated with their backs to the apparatus which was carefully screened both from 
them and from the patient under test. Each time the apparatus was started at the full 
distance from the dominoes and brought up in steps of 25 cm. to the farthest point at which 
the illumination was sufficient to enable the subject to tell the number of spots. The nearest 
point the apparatus could approach was 1 metre, thus giving'a variation of up to thirty~five 
times the minimum intensity. It was considered that this gave an adequate range to elimi
nate all cases of night blindness. The number of filters 'inthe cap was adjusted so that a 
control subject with eXe€llent night vision could just distinguish the number of .spots' after' 
one or two steps only had been rriade. Once this was done the number of filters was kept 
constant". The few who failed to see the spots within this range were considered to be grossly 
night-blind. 

After the" light minimum" had been determined the' patient went outside to ,stand in 
the sunshine for twenty minutes. Each was then taken in, turn to an apparatus for light 
saturation-a matt white painted box with a strong light in the roof invisible to the patient. 
Two minutes in this was found adequate but spectacles must not be worn. "The patient then 
at once proceeded through the light trap, and was guided back to his seat in front of the 
dominoes. The time from the moment he left the light-box until he could correctly name 
the domino was measured in seeimds. . For this purpose the lamp was moved up to its nearest 
point and" another cap with less than half the number of filters used .. The number was 
adjusted so that a person with good night vision could just count the spots in ninety seconds. 
It was considered that this gave afair measure of the rate of dark adaptation. 

The results of tests with this apparatus will be published elsewhere but they had a con
sistency which suggested that the method was adequate for the purpose in view. 

SUMMARY. 

Simple methods of improvising the following apparatus have been described: (1) Ophthal
moscope and retinoscopy mirror; (2) distance acuity test-types; (3) substitute for revolving 
test-type drum; (4) illumil)ant for test-types; (5) near vision test-types; (6) substitute {or 
Bjerrum screen; (7) a clinical perimeter; (8) Maddox rod, pin-hole and stenop<eic disc; 
(9) axis finder; (10) slit lamp and corneal microscope; (11) dry-heat lamp and sterile solution 
droppers; (12) night vision test. 

This paper' is forwarded by courtesy of BrigadierCormaok, .O.B.E., and Colonel Bell, 
O.B.E., E.A.A.M.C., to both of whom thanks are due for their interest and encouragement . 

. . 
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